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Let R be a Banach space, L(B) the algebra of ail linear bounded operaars 
acting on B, and GL(B) the group of all invertible operators in L(B). Let us 
denote by F a rectifiable simple closed contour in the complex plane @ bounding 
the domain F+. The notation F- will be used for the complement to F-+ u r 
in @ u {CO). It will be always assumed that X = so E F-. 
Suppose in addition that 0 EF+. A continuous function H(X): r-t GL(B) is 
said to admit a right factorization (relative to F) if 
where /i+,(X): r U F= -+ GL(B) are continuous functions analytic in I;=; 8, ,...? 
Q, are mutually disjoint projectors such that x32. Qi --= I, and K~ > ... > K, 
are integers. Interchanging the places of H_(h) and H-(X) we obtain the definition 
of a left factorization. 
This factorization (for finite-dimensional B) is called Vvkner-Hopf or spectral 
factorization (SW [2]), and it is used in solving Wiener-Hopf equations and other 
related problems. In this case the numbers pi > ... > K, as well as dim Qr ,..., 
dim Q, depend only on H(X). The factorization (0.1) of H(X) is called stab& if 
all the continuous matrix functions in a Cr.-neighborhood of H(X), which admit a 
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factorization, have the same middle factor. As it was shown in [2], factorization 
(0.1) is stable if and only if the middle factor has the form 
In this paper WC study factorizations of rational polynomials of the form 
ci=-r XjP, with operator coefficients Pj EL(B), when the middle factor has the 
form (0.2). It is clear that this problem can be reduced to the case K == 0. This 
factorization (with K = 0) is called ~uuskznonical; it is the first possible gene- 
ralization of a canonicaZfactorization, which is defined as a factorization with the 
middle term 1. 
In this paper we solve the problem of existence of quasi-canonical factorization 
for rational polynomials with operator coefficients, and identify the factors. 
Applications for Toeplitz matrices are given. The first results in this direction 
where obtained in our earlier paper [6], where the existence problem was solved 
for canonical factorization and manic rational polynomials. The investigation is 
based on the spectral theory of operator polynomials, which was initiated in 
[3-51 and continued in [6]. Here these techniques are substantially improved. 
Now we shall state some of our main results on factorization which are obtained 
in the general setting of rational polynomials with operator coefficients acting in 
infinite-dimensional Banach space B. Let us mention that in contrast with the 
finite-dimensional case not every such polynomial admits a factorization (see [9] 
for an appropriate example). 
THEOREM 0.1. Let P(h) ::: ciE-r SF’,: r + GL(B) be a rational operator 
poiy’nomial, aud 
1 
Cj = 2x r A-j-‘P-‘(X) dA c L(B) 
s (0.3) 
for j r= 0, fl,.... Then P(A) admits a right quasi-canonical factorization if and 
only if the operator 
C” c-1 ... c-.~-,y,, 
2; = Cl co ‘.. c-,-,,z .,............................... 
c,-, c,..., . . . c+ 
is right invertible, and the operator 
c-, c-2 .‘. c-,2., 
I; .-_: co c-., ‘.. cm,,., 
I 
: B”- 1 e-, B” d . . . . . . . . . . ..*....................... 
c, kI’-e Cs+r-8 ... c, 
js left invertible (here B” is the 12th degree of the Banack space B with the usual 
topology). If Y = 0, the right inaertibility of TI is redundant; LY s :< 1, fhe lejt 
invertibility of T2 is redundant. 
Analogous criteria hold for the left quasi-canonicai factorization. 
For a quasi-canonical factorization from both sides the conditions of the 
prcccding theorem can be simplified, as the following result shows. 
‘~‘Ill:OREN 0.2. Let P(x) = xi=+ hjp,: 1’ ---f GL(B) be a rational polynomial. 
Then the folloukg statements are equklalent: 
(i) P(h) admits both left and right quasi-canonical factorization; 
(ii) for some q0 > max(r, s - I), the operator 
c() c-1 .‘. c-,, 
1 I 1 1 Cl co 1% -= .‘. c-II”+1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 
: BQOT.1 -, B”o 
is right insertible, and the operator 
I. 1 2% .= 
I 
c-1 c-2 .‘. c..,, ‘1 
C” c-1 ... Llci+-l j . 
1 
.p _ , Jpi . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
c,o-l co,-, ... c, 
is left inzertible; 
(iii) for eceyy q .> min(r, s - I), the operator ‘r,,z k right invertible and 
the operator T2, is left inzertible. 
Using this theorem, it is not hard to pro\:e that for a wionai ;)olynomiai 
P(h) as above, and for every fixed integer q 3 Y .-,- S, there are only three pos- 
sibilities: (a) there exists exactly one integer o(” (--T 5; (Y,, :I< s) such that the 
operator 
T$’ -= (C. 3. +; ... . .Jgz. (, 
is invertible; (b) for cvcry 01, -T < (Y & s, the operator ?‘,j”’ is not invertible, but 
there exists exactly one integer 01” (---Y < aa < S) such that 
is right imcrtiblc and 
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is left invertible; (c) for every 01, --I < 01 < S, the operator 7’:~) is not right 
invertible or the operator Ti,“) is not left invertible. 
In case (a), ac = cy,, is the sole value of 01 for which h&P(A) admits left and right 
canonical factorizations. In case (b), Amp(X) dots not admit left and right canonical 
factorizations for any integer 01, but 01 = B!,, is the sole value of 01 for which 
h&P(h) admits left and right quasi-canonical factorizations. In case (c), PP(X) does 
not admit left and right quasi-canonical factorizations for any integer (Y. 
As an example of applications let us present the following new index formula 
for block-matrix discrete Wiener-Hopf operators. 
THEOREM 0.3. Let P(h) = CJ=.-, XjP, ( Y, s 2 1) be a rational polynomial 
(Pj EL(@)) wit h . znvertible values on the unit circle r, and let T(P) designate the 
operator generated by the infinite Toepiitz matrix [Pj-k]~k,-O on the Banach space 
I,(@“) (whue Pj = 0 JOY j < --T OY j > s). 
Then the index of the operator T(P) can be calculated as follows: 
“’ C-j, !.l. 
... C-jm+2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
where m = max(v, s) and the matrices Cj aye given by (0.3) with r = I’,, . 
The factorization problem in general can be reduced to the study of spectral 
divisors of operator polynomials. The case of quasi-canonical factorization leads 
to a special class of divisors, which we call simply behaved at infinity. An 
operator polynomial M(h) of degree 1 will be referred to as simply behaved at 
in$nity (s.b.i.), if M(h) is invertible for : h ! large enough and the operator- 
valued function M-‘(X) has a zero of order at least (I - I) at infinity. (If M(X) is 
manic then M--‘(X) has zero of order 1 at infinity.) Such a polynomial M(X) 
of degree 1 in the case of finite-dimensional B is characterized by the property 
that dim Ker[,lzM(X-l)]/,_, coincides with the multiplicity of X =. 0 as a root 
of the scalar polynomial det[Az-W(X--r)]. A complete analysis of spectral s.b.i. 
divisors for operator polynomials is given. This serves as the main tool in the 
proofs of factorization theorems. The theory of s.b.i. operator polynomials is 
presented in the second section. The first section contains some general results 
from the spectral theory of operator polynomials. The factorization theorems 
themselves are presented in the third section. This section also contains the 
proof of stability of the quasi-canonical factorization, as well as corollaries for the 
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spcciai case of canonical factorization. \Ve are able to give some explicit !Jrnltilas 
for the factors. The last section contains applications for Tocplitz operators. We 
consider the problem when such an operator is one-side invertible and Frcdholm; 
the index formula from Theorem 0.3 is obtained here. This section also contains 
specifications of the general results for the finite-dimensional cast. :As an applica- 
Con, bounds for the factorization indices are giccn. WC do not include in this 
paper generalization of our results from Section 3 in [6] on l’oeplitz matrices 
gcncrated by manic rational polynomials. Such generalizations for the nonmonic 
case can he stated and proved as in [6] on the basis of Section 3.5 of this paper. 
The paper is divided into two parts. Sections 1 and 2 form the contents of the 
first part, which is of independent interest. The second part containing Sections 
3 and 4 will be published in the next volume of this Journal. 
In this section we investigate sonic aspects of the q)ectJA theory of’ ;)pcralo~- 
polynomials (ahhreviated o.p.). Certain pairs and triples of qwrators-- standard 
spectral pairs and generating triples associated with an 0.13. serve as the main 
tools in this investigation. 
\I’e first hricfly recall the basic concepts and results concerning standard pairs 
anti triples for manic o.p. [3-51 and prove several important lemmas on thcsc 
pairs and triples. Then WC pay special attention to the division problem for 
nonmonic o.p. This problem is solved in terms of standard pairs. Further, using 
the concept of a generating triple, we develop a kind of integral calculus for 
operator polynomials. 
In this section we recall some dcfmitions and results concerning spectral 
analysis of w~onic o.p., i.e., polynomials of the form 
L(X) = ,‘I,, + AA, -I- ... -+ ,\r-‘A,.-1 -i. X’I, (1.1) 
whew -4, 11,(B) (j .= 1,2,..., I - 1) and I denotes the identity on H. 
First let us agree on some notation. For giwn Hanach spaces II, ; j - 
1 ! 2,...? WI) we shall denote by B, c B, 8 ... 0 H,,, their direct sum endowed 
with the usual normablc topology. .\n clement x’ F B, CJ, B, f; ... ;:; ,?I?,, ;vi!i 
he often considered as a column-vector s =: (x~)‘:::, with entries .xj c 13, . 
We shall also USC the notation B w for this direct sum if B, =. ?j, .- ‘.. -.: 
B,,, :-= 13. Kow let G; (j = 1, 2 ,..., II) also be Banach spaces. Operators acting 
R, 0 B, c: ... 0 B,,, - > G, :z G, G ... g; G, will often be reprcsentcd a: 
II x 711 block-operator matrices (S,,)ql:;:::;,T with entries S,, FI,(H, , G,). \vhere 
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L(B, , Gj) denotes the space of all linear bounded operators acting B, --t Gj . 
The abbreviations col(Sj)l’=i and row(Sj)F1, will be used to denote 
and [S, ... SJ: B, @ ... @ B,,, --+ G1 , respectively. The block-operator 
diagonal matrix [~5&5’~]~~=i will be denoted also by S, @ S, @ ..* @ S, . 
Let L(h) be a manic 0.1~. given by (1.1). Operators X EL(P, B), I’ EL(F), 
and Z EL(R, F) form a standard triple of L(h) if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) The operator col(XTi)j~~ is invertible; 
(ii) A,X -i- A,XI’ -I-- ... + A,-,XT’-’ + XT1 -- 0; 
(iii) Z = [col(XTi):;$’ . c01[6jL1]f,1 . 
In this case the pair of operators (X, T) is called rz$zt standard pair of L(h) 
while the pair (T, Z) is called Zeft stasdardpair ofL(h). In fact a right standard 
pair (X, ‘I’) is characterized by conditions (i) and (ii) only. Similarly, a left 
standard pair (?‘, Z) can be defined as a pair of operators TEL(B’), % G (B, Bz) 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i’) The operator row( TiZ):xi is invertible; 
(ii’) Z/l,, + TZA, + ... -I- T”-‘Z&, + TzZ = 0. 
An important example of a standard triple (X, T, Z) of L(h) is 
0 x : [I, 0,...) 01, ’= CL ) zz i, II (1.2) I 
where 
I 
0 I 0 **. 0 
0 0 I ..* 0 
CL= 
; ; 
. . . : 
0 0 0 ..* i 
--A, --A, - A, ... ---A,-, 1 
(1.3) 
is the companion operator for L(X). 
The concept of standard triple and standard pair makes it possible to give a 
standard rcprcsentation of a manic o.p. Namely, let X EL(W, B) and T EL(B’) 
be a pair of operators which satisfies condition (i). Then the triple (X, T, Z) 
with % dcfincd by (iii) forms a standard triple for 
JT.wLI: I~hC’Tol<IZATLoS, ! 4’ 
wiwe rovv( Z;)l:: .--= [col(XTi)j;J r, and I, is the unique monk 0.1). !u’. mg 
(X, T) as its right standard pair. Similarly, one Ciln state a duA result imolving 
the left standard pair (T, Z) (see [5]). 
The relationship of standard triples to spectral theory can bc: demonstrated 
bg the fact that the spectrum a(l’) of T coincides with the spectrum o(L) of L 
(i.e., with the set of all X E @ such that L(X) 6 GL(B)), and by the equality 
L ‘(A) = .Y(hI - T)--l Z. (1.5) 
‘1‘1~~ ie formula implies in particular the foilowing relations: 
where d is a simple closed rectifiable contour in C such that u(L) lies inside A. 
Moreover, let J’ be a simple closed rectifiable contour in @ such that 
1’ n o(L) : ~r7 and suppose that r splits a(L) into two parts l!;ing in F-- and F-, 
respectively. 
This splitting of a(L) generates the decomposition fir -.= 11, 63 H- of B’ into a 
direct sum of two T-invariant subspaces B.+ = PI-B’ and U- = (I -- I’,.) P, 
where 
(1.7) 
is tile Riesz projector. 
This implies the following representation of the standard trrple: 
where 
Note that D( T2:) --; F* 17 u(L). 
The pairs (X, , T.:.) and (T.+ , Z,) will be rcferrcd to as i.ght and if$ .Y- 
spectral paws, respcctivcl\;. It is clear that in case n(L) C F- these F-spectral pairs 
become just the standard pairs of I,(h). 
The concept of standard pairs is also useful for solving the division problem. 
Let us present the following result, which plays an essential role in the sequel. 
‘THEOHIM 1 .I (Theorem 13 in [S]). Let L(X) be a rnonic o.p. oj degree / with 
a r&ht standard pair (X, T). A mollic o.p. I,,,(h) of degree k is a right diGsor of 
L(X) (i.e., L(X)L-i(h) is a manic o.p.), if and on.ly if there exists a T-kariant 
subspace A C IV such that the restrictions X / A and T i A of .Y and 1’ to A form a 
right standard pair of I,,(X). In th is case the subspacr fl is unique. 
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The subspacc A is called the supporling subspuce of I,(h). 
A particular case of Theorem 1.1 deserves special attention. Samely, let I 
be a simple closed contour such that .rn u(L) -= 2 and let L,(A) be a manic 
r-spectral divisor of L(h); i.e., L,(h) is a manic divisor such that o(Lr) C F-i- and 
o(Ll,;‘) CF. Then the supporting subspace of L, coincides with the image B, 
of the projector P,. defined by (1.7). 
.%n analogous result holds also for manic left divisors. In this case one has to 
replace the right standard pair (X, T) by a left one and the T-invariant subspacc 
A by a subspace with a T-invariant direct complement (see [5]). 13:~ shall not 
state the result explicitly. 
1.2. Decomposition of Standard Triples 
Let (X, T, Z) bc a standard triple of the manic 0.1’. (1.1) and let the space ZP 
be decomposed into a direct sum of two T-invariant subspace R- and B : B1 = 
B, 0 B . Then the standard triple can be decomposed as in (1.8). For instance, 
such a decomposition of BE can be realized with the aid of projector P, as 
explained in the previous section. 
For an intcgcr k 2 1 denote X,* :: col(X,T.:‘$:~ and Z,* -:= row(T-l.‘ZYL)f;,‘. 
If B, : P,-B1 and B.- == (I - P,-) B’ th en in view of Theorem 1.1 there exists 
a manic F-spectral right divisor of degree k if and only if the operator X,- is 
invertible, and this happens if and only if the operator %L-~ is invertible (i.e., 
them exists a left manic spectral divisor of degree I .- k, corresponding to the 
part of a(L) lying outside r). 
In the sequel we are interested in nonmonic spectral divisors. 1Ve shall set that 
the existence of such divisors and their properties are closely linked with one- 
side invertibility of the operators X,r and Zk.!. In this section we establish some 
auxiliary propositions concerning the connections between one-side invcrtibility 
of operators X,* and Z,k. 
First let us present a formula which follows from the definition of standard 
triples: 
This implies the following representation for i = 1, 2,..., 1 - 2: 
where A FL(D) is an invertible operator and 0 ~l,(Bj, Bl-j). 
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LISIMA 1.2. The operator X,+(X,-) is one-side incertible if and only zj the 
operator Zf_,(Z:-,) is insertible from the same side. 
Proof. Let us prove, for instance, that one-side invcrtibiiity of xi-, impiies 
the same for X,7.. Denote EliA: = col(X+T+$:L . Then 
is the matrix representation of the operator V with respect to decompositions 
13’ = B, 0 B_. and Bz :- B” @ B’-‘:. 
Let 
17-I _ [Z; Z;] 
be the corresponding representation of the inverse operator V-r. Using (1.9) 
for j == 1 - k we have 
where A cL(BI-~) is an invertible operator. It follows that ZL-~; -: G&l, and 
the one-side invertibility of ZF-~ implies that G, is invertible from the same side. 
Suppose first that we deal with the right invertibility. ‘Ihe equality I’ . I’-’ .:= I
implies 
(i) Xi+G, f X,-G, = 1, 
(ii) X,-!-G, + X,-G, = 0. 
luow the right invcrtibility of G4 implies that X,- = -X, rG,G;‘. Substitut- 
ing this expression in equality (i), we obtain the relation X,+(G, - G,clG,,) 
= I, which means the right invertibility of X,-i. 
Similarly, if the operator Z,, is left invertible then G, is also left invertible, 
and using the equalities 
G,X,;+ + G,E,;‘- = I, 
G,X,+ + G41$. == 0 
(which fo!iow from the equality PIV =:= I), we obtain (G, - G,G;‘G,) X;,-+ =: 1. 
‘Thus, X,:+ is left invertible. 
So we have proved that the one-side invertibility of Z,, leads to the same 
ior X,-m. The converse assertion can be checked in a similar way, using the 
invertibility of the operator row (T”Z)~~~ and representing this operator in the 
form 
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where 
The connection between X,- and ZL, can be established in the same way. 
The lemma is proved. 
Lmm 1.3. Let k, m be a pair of positive integers such that k -+ m > 1 and 
the operator X,+.&-k is left (right) invertible. Then the operator Xh+(Z7,r+) is left 
(right) invertible. 
Proof. Let us prove, for example, that if X7C’.Z,,nl+ is left invertible, then 
X,+ is also left invertible. First note that left invertibility of X,-‘-Z,;,+ implies the 
same property for the operators X,+2,-1- with p < m. In particular, the operator 
X,;+Z,-i- with n = I - k is left invertible. The entries of this operator are of the 
form X.,T.,jZ+ with 0 <j < I - 2. The definition of a standard triple implies 
XTj% = 0 for j = 0, I,..., I - 2. It follows that X+T,!Z,. = -X-T-j%- 
(j = 0, I,...) 1 - 2), and consequently X,+Z,,+ = -Xlc-Zn-. 
Since X,-i-Z,+ is left invertible, the same is true for Z,- and (by Lemma 1.2) 
for X,+. 
The lemma is proved. 
1.3. Spectral Pairs 
In this section we begin to study operator polynomials M(h) of the form 
M(h) = M0 + AMI + ... f Xliu, C”j EL(B)), (1.10) 
which are not necessarily manic. By a(M) WC denote the set of all customary 
spectral points: 0(&Z) = {A 1 M(h) 4 GL(B)). The point h = co is said to be 
spectral if fi(0) 6 GL(B), where A?‘(h) = AIM@-l). The set of all spectral 
points (finite and infinite) will be denoted by 6(M). 
Recall that for manic o.p. the set o(M) is bounded and 6(AZ) = a(M). More- 
over, one can easily check that the set 6(M) is bounded if and only if the leading 
coefficient M, of the polynomial M(h) is invertible. Obviously, the investigation 
of such polynomials is reduced to the manic case, and all the concepts and results 
of the previous section can be reformulated for the polynomials with invertible 
leading coefficient. 
Unfortunately, in case of unbounded 6(fiZ) the notions of standard pairs and 
standard triples have no reasonable generalization. However, the concept of 
r-spectral pairs for manic o.p. can be extended in a natural way to genera1 o.p. 
This is the subject matter of the present section. 
First let us introduce some auxiliary notions. 
Let G and B be Banach spaces and let X E L(G, B), T E L(G), and Z E L(B, GJ. 
Then the pairs (X, T) and (T, 2) will be called right and left admissible pairs, 
respectively, with base space G. The right admissible pair (Xl, T’) is said to 1~ d 
:-estriclion of the right admissible pair (X, T) if there exist a complemented 
T-invariant subspacc A of the hasc space G of (X, T) and an invertible operator 
9: G’ - A (where G’ is the base space of (X’, 7”)) such that 
X’ = (X : ./I) . s, ?” _= s- 1 . (7’ /l) . iy. 
in this case (X, ‘1’) will bc referred to as an estension of (X’, 2“). 
!n USC A = G the pairs (X, T) and (X’, Y“) will be called similar. Recall that 
all right (left) standard pairs of a manic o.p. are similar. 
We remark that actually it is possible to do without the rcquircment that the 
subspacc A he complemented. How-crer, in this case the results arc less inform- 
ative (although more general), and the definition of a restriction given above is 
preferable for our purposes. 
For the left admissible pairs these notions are defined as follows. -1 left 
admissible pair (?“, 2’) with base space G’ is a reshction of the left admissible 
pair (T, Z) with base space G if there exists a subspace A, C G which has a 
T-invariant direct complement A and such that for some invertible operator 
S: A, -+ G’ the equalities 
hold, whcrc I’ is the projector on A, along .4. The case A, .: G means the 
sindavity of (T’, Z’) and (T, 2). 
The following transformation of admissible pairs will be used extensively in 
the sequel. For a number a: E C and an integer nz 3 I define the block-operator 
matrix U,,,(a) = [(“~$j) d-jl]x;JO , where I is the identity in R and (r) = 0 
for q < 0, (,“) = 1. If (X, 5”) is an admissible pair, then 
[&,(a)] col(XT’):Y;l = col(X(1 -- al’)“‘- l- z Ti)y:;=,l. (1.11) 
Sate that the operator T/?,(a) EL(P) . IS invertible and [U,,,(a)]-’ = li;,,(--a). 
We pass now to the construction of spectral pairs. 
Let r be a simple closed contour in @. A right admissible pair (X, T) with the 
base space G will be called a Tight partial T-spectral pair of the o.p. (1 .lO) if it 
meets the following conditions: 
(i) MJ -t :MIXT + ‘.. -k M~XT' = 0; 
(ii) the operator col(XP)i::T,’ EL(G, B’;) is iejt inrertible fos some intqev 
1 <k<l; 
(iii) o(T)CF. 
Such a pair will be referred to as right r-spectra2 pn;r of M(X) if any other 
right partial r-spectral pair of M(X) is its restriction. 
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The appropriate notions for left pairs (T, 2) can be defined similarly if one 
replaces (i) and (ii) by the following: 
(i’) ZM, + TZMI -I- ... -{- TzZM, = 0; 
(ii’) the operator row( TiZ)f:t is right invertible for some integer 1 ,< h ,< 1. 
Let us mention that in case of a manic o.p. M(X) the above definitions are 
consistent with the definition of r-spectral pairs given in Section 1.1. More 
precisely, the following result holds. 
hOPOSITION 1.4. Let L(h) b e a manic polynomial given by (1.1) with a right 
standard pair (X, T), and let B, = PrB1, where Pr is the Riesz projector (1.7). 
Then the operators X, z X / B, and T+ = T 1 B+ form a right I’-spectral pair of 
the polynomial L(X) (in the sense of the dejkition given in this section). 
Proof. From the decomposition (1.8) one can easily deduce that (X+ , T,) 
is a right partial f-spectral pair. It remains to prove that any other right partial 
r-spectral pair is a restriction of (X,. , T+). Let (X1 , T,) be such a pair with the 
base space G, . Then condition (i) implies that 
CL . col(X,T;):,; = col(X,T,“)::1, . I; , (1.12) 
where C, is the companion operator (1.3). In view of (ii) the subspace A L- 
Im col(;k;T,$$ is complemented, and the operator col(X,T,i)f;~ considered as 
acting G, + A is invertible. 
Denote this invertible operator by S. Then (1.12) means that A is a C,- 
invariant subspace of Bc and TI = S-‘(C, j A) S. In addition X, = 
[I, 0 ,..., 0] col(X,T,i)~$ and thus X1 = ([I, 0 ,..., 0] i A) . S. So we proved that 
the pair (X, , TI) is a restriction of the pair ([I, O,..., 01, C,), which is a standard 
pair for L(X). Passing to the similar standard pair (X, T) we obtain that (X1 , TJ 
is its restriction too. Let A, be a T-invariant complemented subspace of Bz such 
that X1 = (X 1 A1) . S, , TI -= S;‘(T j A,) S, for some invertible operator 
S,: Gl + A, . Since c( TJ CF+, WC have 
Thus Pr 1 A, .z I, which means A, C B+ . Now one can easily check that 
(X, , TI) is indeed a restriction of (X, , T+). 
The proposition is proved. 
The abovc result allows us to construct r-spectral pairs for arbitrary o.p., 
as the following theorem states. 
TIIEOIIEM 1.5. Let M(X) be the o.p. given by (1 .lO) such that u(M) n I’ -.: 2. 
Then there exists a right r-.spectralpair of .ti(X) w ic h h can be constructed as follows. 
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Let II EF-, a 6 a(M), and let f .= ((h - a)-’ ) I\ E LJ. Delrote bJ (2, , T+) the 
right F-spectral pair of the nzonic 0.p. L(X) 1 [M(a)]-’ XLM(kl + a). Then 
(x7 , TI’ -id al) is a r&ht r-spectral of M(h). 
Proof, First note that zero is outside p and hence the operator TT :s 
invertible. Let us prove that the pair (x., , T;’ +- aI> meets all the conditions 
{i)-(iii). 
Let (X, T) be a right standard pair of the manic o.p. 
f,(X) .= [fl!l(a)]-1 XzM(kL j- a) = i X’A, (AZ = I). 
F-0 
.rhen (x,. , ‘i+) can be defined by X., = X ! a+ and T.,. 2 1’ 1 B, , where 
fi, := P$I’ and P;: is the Riesz projector given by (1.7). It follows easily from 
the properties of standard pairs that 
i. AjX$+’ = 0. (1.!3) 
e 
‘T’hc coeflicients ‘4, can be expressed by the formulas 
(1.14) 
Substituting (1.14) in (1.13) one obtains 
LTsing (I .! I), we write this equality in the form 
and since :?A is invertible, the pair (‘?- , ?“I’ -j- ~1) satisfics condition (i). 
Sow let .f.. = X j I!- and T- -:: T 1 & , where 8. = (I - PF) B”. ‘l‘hen 
the reprcscntation col(XT$~k = [col(X.+Tfi):~~ , c~l(k-T-~)f:~] holds, and the 
invertibility of col(XT$:i rm pl’ res that the operator COI(&T+~)::‘, is left inverti- 
ble. Rut then the operator col(x,(T;’ .(-. aI)$t is also left invertible in view of 
the equalit\ c01(2~(~~’ -k al)z-2- ’ l--l - U )iYO - l(a) . col(X,~.+$:~ . rt-‘, which fol- 
lows from11 .I 1). So condition (ii) is satisfied for the pair (x, , ‘p;-1-’ :- a1). ‘The 
condition ~(i’:’ .-;- al) CP follows immediately from the fact that u(T+) is 
inside I?. Thus the operators X, and ‘1”:’ -+ al form a right partial r-spectral 
pair of M(A), and it remains to prove that any other such pair is a restriction of 
(A++ ) T;:l + al). 
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Let (X1 , Tr) bc a partial r-spectral pair of M(h). 1Ve claim that the pair 
(4 > (j-1 - aZ>-l> is a partial p-spectral pair of L(h). Indeed, using (1.14) and 
(1.11) one can easily deduce the equality I:-, A,X,( Tr .- al)- j :.= 0 from the 
equality Ci=,, &‘J,T,~ = 0. Relation (1.11) implies also that col(X,(T, -- 
aZ)-i)2ki = Ur(-a) * ~ol(XrT,G’-~)j~~, . (TI - uZ)‘-~, and the left invertibility of 
col(X,( TI - aI)--$k:, f o 11 ows from that of col(X, TIL)j~i . Finally, u(( TI -- al)--‘) 
is inside r, since u( ‘I;) C F+-. 
So the pair (X, , (TI - al)-‘) is a right partial F-spectral pair of L(h). Rut 
then by Proposition 1.4 it is a restriction of (X+ , ?‘.,), and therefore (X, , 1;) 
is a restriction of (X+ , T;’ + aZ). 
The theorem is proved. 
The previous theorem claims the existence of a r-spectral pair. i\ow we shall 
show that such a pair is unique in some sense. 
THEOREM 1.6. Under conditions of Theorem 1 S, the right lkpectral pair of 
the o.p. M(h) is unique up to similarity. 
Proof. First we note that if (X, T) is a r-spectral pair of M(h) and the pair 
(X1 , TJ is similar to (X, T), the8 (X1, TI) is also a r-spectral pair of M(A). 
Indeed, if (X’, T’) is an arbitrary partial r-spectral pair of M(A), then (X’, T’) 
is a restriction of (X, T), and by transitivity it is a restriction of (X, , TJ too. 
This means that (X1 , TJ is a r-spectral pair. 
In order to complete the proof we have to show that any two I’-spectral pairs 
are similar. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.5, one can reduce the general 
case to the case of p-spectral pairs of the o.p. L(A) (we preserve here the notations 
introduced in Theorem 1.5). Sow we remark that it suffrccs to establish the 
similarity of an arbitrary p-spectral pair of L(X) to the pair (X+ , ??.), which is a 
p-spectral pair of L(h) in view of Proposition I .4. 
Let (X, T) be an arbitrary F-spectral pair of L(h) with the base space G. 
Then (-2+ , T+) is its restriction; i.e., for some T-invariant complemented 
subspace /l C G and for some invertible operator S: 8++(1 it holds that 
X+ = (X ! /.l) S; T+ -_ S-I( T : /l) S. On the other hand, (X, T) is a restriction 
of the r-spectral pair (Lq,. , I=); i.e., X := (X, 1 A,) S, , T :- S,-‘(T, 1 AI) S, 
for some Ill.,.-invariant complemented subspace A, C di. and some invertible 
operator S,: G -+ fl, . Put fl,, = SJ, 5’” =-T SrS. Once can easily check that the 
subspace (1, is T.,.-invariant and complemented and X, = (rf? ; -4”) S, , 
‘r;, = S;;‘(p+ / /l,,) S,; i.e., the pairs (X+ , T+) and (2.:. fl, , ?-‘+ / L’&) are 
similar. But then ([X, 1 /l, , X-1, (r 1 (1”) 0 ?? ), as well as ([X, , X-1, 
i’+ @ TV), are right standard pairs of the manic o.p. L(X). 
Hence the operators [col(r?+p,!)::i ) /l,, , c~l(x-LZ.‘_~)f:$ and [c~l(Y?~?!,i)~:~ , 
CO~(X-~“_~)::~] are invertible. Rut the former is a part of the matrix representation 
of the latter, corresponding to the decomposition Bz = fi- @ (1, @ (1’, where 
/1, o/l’ = fiL. This leads to contradiction unless /I0 == Z?+ . Since fl, = 
SJ C (1, C i?+ it follows that (1, = nT, and (X, T) is similar to (Y?+ , T,). 
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‘The theorem is proved. 
liernarh ! .I. The proof of ‘lheorem 1.6 reveais tilt follo\ving nropert); ot‘ a 
right F-spectral pair (X, 7’): if A is a T-invariant subspacc such that (X, ?‘) is 
similar to (X j A, I’ / A), then A actually coincides with the base space G of 
(X, T). 
The following result is an immediate consequence of ‘i’hcorem 1.6. 
COIIOILARY ! 3. Let iV(A) De as in Theovenz 1.5. Y’hen a u$ partial r-spectral 
pair (X, ‘T) of M(A) is I’-spectral if and only if any other partial r-spectral pair of 
.11(X) which is an extension of (X, 1’) is actually similar to (X, T). 
‘lhc above considerations can be summarized as follows. 
Let P(M. I’) be the set of cquivalcnce classes generated hl; the similarit! 
rciation on the set of all right partial F-spectral pairs of the o.p. X(hj. 
The concept of restriction generates on P(M, r) a transitive and rehexive 
:-elation (it is not clear if the rclation is anti-symmetric for infinite-dimensional 
B), which will bc also called the restriction relation. 
If M(X) is such that r n u(M) =: C, then there exist the supremum of 
P(;V, I’) and the maximal clement of P(M, r), with respect to the restriction 
relation, and they coincide. A representative of this maximal element is given b! 
Theorem 1.5. 
All the results above, of course, have dual analogs concerning left f-spectral 
oairs. 
Let us present, for instance, the dual analog of Theorem 1.5. 
‘I‘HEOWM 1.9. Let M(h) b e as in 'I'heorenz 1.5. Then there exists a left I‘-spectral 
pair of M(X), ~which can he constructed as follows. Fet a Al;’ -, a $ o(M), and /et 
-7 =: {(A -- u) l j h E r}. Denote by (T.+ , z.,.) the left p-spectral pair of the nzonic 
0.p. L(X) = Al . M(h-1 + a) [iI!(a)]- Then (‘11’~~ 7. al, z..) is a left Y-spectral 
pair of M(h). 
The proof of Theorem 1.9 is similar to that of l’heorem I.5 and is therefore 
omitted. 
An important particular case of Theorems 1.5 and 1.9 occurs when M(u) L= I 
and we take the triple (1.2) as a standard triple of I;(A) -== h’:U(/\ l {- a). Then 
([I, o,..:, O] ; A, (C, I A)-’ --- (4 
is a right i’-spectral pair of ,M(A), white 
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is a left one, where CL is the companion operator (1.3), 
and 
A = PP. 
1.4. Division of Operator Polynomials 
Let M(h) and Mi(h) be two o.p. such that a(M) n r = 0 and G(MJ n r 
.: 0. In this section we are interested in conditions which ensure that the 
spectrum of M,(h) absorbs the part of 0(&2) lying in F+, making the operator 
function M(A) M;‘(h) analytic in F-i. Such conditions can be found in terms of 
spectral pairs, as the following theorem states. 
THEOREM 1 .lO. Let M(A), M,(A) be taco o.p., invertibble for h E 1: Then the 
quotient IM(h) Mu’ is analytic in F-1 if and only if the right l%pectral pair of 
&Zl(A) is a restriction of the right r-spectral pair of M(h). 
Proof. Let a EF- and a 4 u(M,) u n(iWs). Denote by 1 the maximal degree 
of M(X) and M,(A). Then I,(h) :-: A!-‘(a) * Xr . &‘(A-’ -/- a) and L,(h) .: M;‘(a) * 
hr . M,(X-1 -;- a) are manic o.p. It is apparent that M(h) M;‘(A) is analytic in F + 
if and only if L(X)Ly’(A) is analytic inside f = {(A -- a)-’ 1 h E r}. 
I,et 
x = [X,. , x-1, T = T+ @ T- , 
be the decomposition similar to (1.8) of the standard triple (X, T, Z) of L(A) with 
respect to the contour P, and let 
T(l) -. T!') @ T(l), 
.- 
be the analogous decomposition of the standard triple (X(l), T(l), Z(i)) of &(A). 
In view of Theorem 1.5 we have to establish that (Xp), T:‘)) is a restriction of 
(X+ , T+) if and only if 12(h)L,‘(h) is analytic inside .I? The latter in turn is 
equivalent to the equalities 
& f h’L(h) I,;‘(x) dA ::. 0 (j = 0, l,...). 
*F 
Observe that 
(1.15) 
2k 1 A’L(X) X!‘(XI - T!!))-’ $I) dh :-= 0 (j = 0, l,...). 
-;: 
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because o(Tz)) is outside P. But in view Of (I .15) 
I,,‘(h) : $‘)(A1 - ?‘I”)-] z(_” ; aYy’!‘(xIse -- 7y- z’) 
and therefore conditions (1 .lS) are equivalent to the following ones: 
FinailyP substituting the form (1.4) of L(X) in (1.16) and applying the rules N’ 
operator calculus we infer that the analyticity condition. for L(h)L;‘(h) can be 
written as 
Ij 72: 0 (j = 0, l,...), (1.17) 
where 
ISow let us assume that the pair (Xc), l‘.$r)) is a restriction of (-U+ , T+); !.e.! 
xy = (X+ j A) s, TJ;” : S-1(71+ , fl s for some complemented TT-invariant ) 
subspace A and some invertible operator S. ‘l%en 
for j --= 0, l,.... ‘The definition of [if,, : lTI ?...: I,‘,-,] implies that the operato: 
is embedding and thcreforc 
1; L- x.$‘(T’:‘)‘+z 2:’ - (A A) . (7’ .1y (T., _ j)’ . .SP 
_ Ly~~)(~~))j-t-l zJI) _ dy(l)(y$i))kl zJ-0 __ 0 (j = 0, I,...). 
So conditions (1.17) arc satisfied; i.e., L(X)L;‘(h) is analytic inside p. 
Conversely, suppose that equalities (1.17) hold. Then the first (i 1’: 
equalities can be rewritten in the form 
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Since the operator row((P1))” Z!:$;r: is right invertible, we have 
Taking into account the form (1.4) of L(h) WC infer that the pair (Xl’), Y’$) 
is a right partial p-spectral pair of L(h). Thus by Proposition 1.4 it is a restriction 
of w+ , T+>. 
The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 1.11. IA M(A) and ;Vfl(A) be us in Theorem 1 .lO. Then 
M(A) &f;‘(A) is analytic and inzwtible for all A E F? if alzd only if the right r- 
spectral pairs of M(h) and IM,(X) are similar. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.10 the operator function M(h) M;‘(h) is 
analytic and invertible in F+ if and only if the right I’-spectral pairs of M(h) and 
Mi(A) are restrictions of each other. But then applying Corollary 1.8 one can 
easily see that these pairs are actually similar. 
The above results have dual left analogs. For instance, the left analog of 
Theorem 1.10 looks as follows. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let M(A) and M,(h) b e as in Theorem I. 10. Then &fr’(h) M(h) 
is ana[ytic in F:- if and only if the left r-spectral pair of M,(X) is a restriction of the 
left l%pectml pair of M(A). 
1.5. Generating Triples and Integral Calculus f07 Operator Polynomials 
In this section wc compute integrals of type (1/2rri) Jrf(h) M-r(h) dA for 
an o.p. M(h), wheref(h) is a scalar function, analytic inside I’, outside r, or in a 
neighborhood of r. For the linear case M(X) = Al - A, the formulas obtained 
arc well known from the operational calculus. If ;M(A) is a manic o.p. invertible 
for h E r, then the formula 
wheref(h) is analytic in F j- and continuous in F I- u I’, follows from the resolvent 
representation of M(A) (see [4, 51). Here (.X+ , T+ , Z+) is the part of a standard 
triple (X, T, 2) of IM(A), corresponding to the part of (r(M) lying in F’-. 
We consider in this section the general case, when the only requirement 
imposed on the o.p. M(h) is that M(A) E GL(B) for A E IY The formulas obtained 
will be extensively used in the proofs of the main results of the paper. To derive 
them WC shall need the notion of a generating triple, which is introduced below. 
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Let %!(A) be the 0.~. given by (1 .lO). It is convenienr for our purposes :o 
assume that M(a) == I for some a E C, and to write 12(X) in the form 
where the coefficients -Aj are determined by (1.14). 
A triple of operators (X, T, Z), where X E L(B:, B), T EL(B~), and 
Z cL(R, P), will be called a ,oeneratiq triple of M(A), if it meets conditions (i}-- 
(iii) in Section 1 .l. Xpparcntly, (X, T, Z) is a generating triple of M(X) if and 
anly if it is a standard triple of the manic op. I,(x) -7 hr;l/r(X -r -:- a). In particular, 
the generating triple of M(X) is uniquely determined (if a ‘T c is fixed) up to 
similarity. 
The pairs (X, T) and (T, Z) will b e referred to as yigllt and left generating pairs 
of M(h), respectively. 
.4n important example of a generating triple is given by 
where (2:) = CL is the first companion operator of 31 given by; (1.3). Another 
important generating triple is 
where the operator C!$r (the second companion operator) is dclined as 0 r 0 0 ... 0-- A,) I 0 ... O--A, c$ .= 1... o---- ‘I i’l, . . . . . . b b ... i --- il..., 
In the finite-dimensional case (H -:: @“) an example of a right gencrating 
pair is provided by the right canonical pair ([X, , X,], Ji’ 2: Jr=) (see [7] for 
definitions and additional information). 
Generating triples and T-spectral pairs of the o.p. :11(A) arc closely connected, 
as follows from Theorems 1.5 and 1.9. Namely, let M(A) be invertible for h E -T 
and let the point a 6 o(M) be chosen in F-. Considering the generating triple 
(X, T, Z) as a standard pair of the manic o.p. L(X), one can decompose it as in 
(1.8) with respect to the contour r = {(A - a)-’ / h E r): 
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Then i7i:. E GL(R) and (x7., T;’ -.- al) is a right Z-spectral pair of M(h), 
while (F;’ f aZ, 2-J is a left one. 
The concept of generating triples allows us to state the following integration 
formulas. 
THEOREM 1.13. Let &l(X) be the o.p. given by (1.10) and invertible for h E r, 
and let f(A) be a function analytic in F:- and continuous on F- u I: Then for each 
point a EF-, a @ u(M), the equality 
holds, zhere 2, , 1’, , and 2, are the components in decomposition (1.20) of the 
generating triple (X, T, Z) of ;Wl(h) = M-~'(U) M(h). 
Proof. Since f(A) can be uniformly approximated by polynomials, it suffices 
to check that 
Ily substituting p = (A - u)-l we transform the above integral to the form 
-& f AjiM-’ dh .- - [& f (p l :- a)‘& % +) dp] . IW(a), (1.22) 
(4 vr -F 
where 
L(h) = h’M,(A--1 -j- a). 
Sow it follows from (1.5) that 
L-‘(p) = J++(AZ - f-+)-l 2+ j- x -(AZ - Q-l ‘z 1 (I .23) 
and since (AZ - F-)-r is analytic inside I’, we have 
for j = 0, I,.... 
It remains to apply the usual operator calculus, and (1.21) follows. 
?‘HEORJ~~ I .i4. f,et M(h) b. P as in Theorem 1.13. Suppose thut 0 ti i7 : and 61 
j.(X) be a function such thatf,(h) := X2-‘f(X-l) is analytic in F-- and continuous on 
F’- v I’. Then for each point a E F- which belongs to a neighborhood o/’ 3’ such [irat 
.W(A) F W.(B) for ewry X in this nei$borhood, it holds that 
-iz Jr/(,\ -1) If-l(X) dA = 8- * g((Z + aT-)-l) . (1 + uF-)~-~ . z- . M*(a), 
whereby q - X1m2f(h) and .?. , ‘I. , Z- are the cowponerlts in decomposition (I 20) 
of the generating triple (X, T, Z) oj M,(X) =-.: J-‘(a) M(h). 
Proof Obviously, in order to prove the theorem WC have to check that 
FiI-at note thar the conditions of the theorem impi); csistcnce of a contour r1 
ivith the following propel-tics: 1; n f = :il ; the point a as well as the domain F-‘- 
are inside I’,; and the part of ~(!lil) lying inside r, coincides with F-- n o(M). 
‘I’hese proyxtics ensure that the integration contour I’ in (1.24) can be rcplaccd 
by F, . Then similarly to (1.22) we have for each j < I- 2 
Observe that G(T ) is inside F, , while o(F.,.) is outside F1 . Thus (Al - rt’+)-1 
is analytic inside F1 . In addition, the condition 0 EF ensures that the point 
!L = -a-* is outside p1 and hence (I + ~)j is analytic inside F1 . It follows 
therefore from (1.23) that for each j .< I - 2 
Sow (1.24) can be obtained by the usual operator ca!culus. 
Remark 1.15. If B is finite-dimensional and det M(X) is n?t identically zero, 
then the condition imposed on a in Theorem 1.14 is fulfilled for every a E F-, 
a $ o(:VZ). 
Note that the factor M-1(a) will appear on the left of J?,.or z- in the above 
integration formulas if one replaces the generating triple (X: T, Z) of M,.(h) == 
:lf-l(a) M(A) by the generating triple of M*(h) = -V(A) M--l(a). 
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Using Theorems 1 .I 3 and 1.14, it is possible to compute integrals of the form 
& 1 f(h) M-‘(h) d/\, 
r 
where M(h) is an o.p. invertible for X E r, and J(A) is an analytic scalar function 
in a neighborhood of r. Indeed, write f(A) - _-f+(X) + f-(h), where f+(h) (f-(A)) 
is analytic in Fr (Fe), and apply Theorems 1 .13 and 1.14 for (l/(2&)) J,f-(A) x 
M-l(h) d/\ and (1/(27G)) J,f+(h) M--‘(h) dh, respcctivcly. 
2. OPERATOR POI,Y~O~~I.S SIMPI.Y BEHAVED AT INFINITY 
In this chapter we study a special class of operator polynomials--simply 
behaved at infinity (abbreviated s.b.i. polynomials). 
We present a characterization of such polynomials in terms of their generating 
pairs as well as in terms of their coefficients. Special attention is paid to spectral 
divisors which are s.b.i. polynomials. We give a complete description of such 
divisors. 
2.1. Characterization of s.6.i. Polynomials 
Let M(A) be an o.p. given in the form ;G’(A) 2 xi,., PAG’~ . The spectral 
behavior of M(h) at infinity can be expressed in terms of the operator-valued 
function [M(A)]-r. If the leading coefficient M, of M(h) is invertible the function 
M(h) is invertible in a neighborhood of infinity and [IV(X)]-’ has a zero of order I 
at infinity. In all other cases the function [M(h)]--’ has a zero of order less than I 
at infinity, or a neighborhood of infinity may not even exist where M(h) is 
invertible. (The latter case may occur for infinite-dimensional B only.) Tn this 
section we introduce the first natural generalization of the class of polynomials 
with invertible leading coefficients. Kamely, we say that M(A) :: xj=., hj&lj is an 
operator polynomial simply behaced at infinity of characteristic 1 (often ahbreviatcd 
as I-s.b.i. polynomial) if M(A) . IS invertible in a neighborhood of infinity and 
[M(A)]-1 has a zero of order I or (I - 1) at infinity; i.e., the operator function 
[M(X)]-’ has a Laurent expansion at infinity of the form [M(A)]-’ = xy:“, XjSj 
(Sj EL(B)). It is convenient for us to express the above definition in terms of the 
behavior of the operator polynomial MS(h) = hlM(/\-l) in a neighborhood of 
X = 0; namely, M(h) is an I-s.b.i. polynomial if the point h = 0 is a pole of order 
<l of the operator function [MJh)]-l; i.e., the operator function MK(A) is 
invertible in a punctured neighborhood of zero, and its inverse [:M&)]-l admits 
the following Laurent expansion in a neighborhood of zero: 
[AIz(A)]-’ z f SAj; Aj EL(B). 
i--l 
(2.1) 
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If M(h) is an o.p. whose leading coefficient is invertible, then it can be con- 
sidered as an s.b.i. polynomial of characteristic I or 2 + 1, where E is the degree 
of M(X). In all other cases the characteristic of an s.b.i. polynomiai is uniquely 
determined. This assertion will follow as a simple corollary from Theorems 2.7 
and 2.9 (see Corollary 2.8). For finite-dimensional B the s.b.i. polynomials 
can be characterized by the property that M(h) h as no generalized eigenvectors at 
X = 30. In other words, a polynomial M(h) with M(0) = I is an s.b.i. polynomial 
if in its canonical pair ([X, , X,], JF @ L) the Jordan matrix ,Ib, is zero (see [7] 
for definitions). 
This characterization of s.b.i. polynomials is also typical for the case of 
infinite-dimensional B. Samely, let A be a contour such that o(M) is inside Ll 
and assume that M(a) = I for some point a outside A. Then iv(X) is an s.b.i. 
polynomial if and only if there exist two C-z) -invariant complementary sub- 
w ! spaces A, and A, of B7 such that C,M A, is invertible and C$) ! Aa is zero. The 
same is true if one replaces the first companion operator, C$), by the second 
one, C,$. 
A4ll these facts follow from Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 below. 
~~HEOREAJ 2.!. Let &‘(A) = CiC, hjMj be an o.p, Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(i) M(X) is an s.b.i. polynomial of characteristic 1; 
(ii) for some operator U E GL(B), the product P = CM, is a projectoF, !:nd 
fire operator (I - P) UM,-,(I - P) restricted to Im(1 - P) is incertible; 
(iii) there exists a pair of complementary projectors ,Q1 , ,O, E L(B) suclr that 
the polynomial ‘@(A) = (hQZ, + Q2) M(X) is of d g e ree I and has incertible leading 
coefjcient ;l 
(iv) for some point a 4 a(M), the right generatingpair of the o.p. M--l(a) %1(A) 
has the form ([X, X1], T @ 0) with an incertible operator T. 
%oof. We begin with the implication (i) + (ii). Let (2.1) be the Laurent 
expansion of [M=(A)]-’ in a neighborhood Q of h = 0. Comparing the coefficients 
of X-l and ha in the equality 
J/I,(X) [M&)1-l -1= [Mu]-’ -VI&) = I (hsc?) 
we obtain the relations 
M,A-, = A-,:1/1, = 0, 
M,A, -1 M,+4-, = A,M, + .4-,M,-, = I. 
i ‘l’his property has been used as a definition of s.lxi. ~~olynomiats in the tirst xxxsioLi 
af tile paper. The present definition as well as the proof of its cquiwlencc to the previous 
one was suggested by H. Bnrt. 
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These equalities imply that 
i.e., the operator Qr = &‘-,A-, is a porjector. Hence the operator Q2 =. : M,fl, ~-2 
I - Qi is also a projector. Similarly, the operators Q; := A-,M-r and Q; = 
A,&‘, form a pair of complementary projectors. Now define the operator U as 
follows: U = A-, -L AOMLA,, . A simple verification shows that U is invertible 
and U-r = Q,M,-, -I- QzML . The operator UM, - A-.,M, -+ AoM,A,ML = Q; 
is a projector. In addition lY&Z-, = Q; + Q~A,MI-, . Hence 
(I - UM,) L/‘M,-,(I - UM,) : Q?;(Q; + Q;A,M,-,) Q; = Q; 
and (ii) follows. 
Sow let us check the implication (ii) -P (iii). Without loss of generality we 
can suppose that ML = M,* and the operator (I - M1) M-,(1 - &‘r): Ker M, + 
Ker M, is invertible. Choose Q, = I -- A/l, and Qa = M, . To prove (iii) we have 
to check that Q&Z, = 0 and the operator 2 = QIMl-, f Q2M, is invertible. 
The equality Q,M, = 0 is trivial. In order to show the invertibility of z, note 
that Q2zQ2 = Qs , Q&Q1 = 0, and QJQl = QIML-lQl. Hence the matrix 
representation of 2 corresponding to the decomposition B = Im Q2 @ Ker Q, 
has the form 
%= 
I 0 [ 1 * K’ 
where K T= QIM1--lQl ! Ker Qa is invertible by the condition. So 2 is invertible 
and (iii) holds. 
In order to prove the implication (iii) -+ (iv) suppose that A(h) = 
(her f Q,) M(A) is an o.p. of degree I with invertible leading coefficient. Choose 
a point a $ o(M) U (0). Then L(X) = hzM- ‘(a) M&r -I- a) is a manic o.p. of 
degree 1, while L(h) =: hr+‘fi-l(a) i@(h-l -I- u) is a manic o.p. of degree 1 -)- I. 
A simple calculation shows that 
L(X) = AZ . M-l(u) - (XI + (I -IQ,) M(h-l -!- u). 
Denoting S = uslM-‘(a) Q&!(u), we obtain 
L(A) = (Al -;- S)L(X). (2.2) 
Let (X, 1’) be a right standard pair of il?;‘A(x), where L@, is the leading 
coefficient of &‘(A). Then the standard pair of XL@-‘(u) &‘(A-i -(- a) is 
(X, (T - al)-l) and th cre f ore the standard pair of.@) = X . [hz@-‘(u) 78(X-l -!. 
a)] is ([X, I], (T - a1)- 1 3 0). 
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Tow formula (2.2) means thatL(A) is a right divisor of I,(X). FIencc by ‘l3co:x:n 
j 1 the standard pair of L(X) is similar to the restriction of the standarc? pair of 
c(X) to the corresponding supporting space A C P I. This supporting subspncc 
,zan bc decomposed: A .:= A, 8 A, , where A, and A, correspond to the nonxcro 
and zero spectra of L(h), respectively. Consequcnti!., the standard pair of I,(h) 
is similar to the pair 
([X I.4 , .I”], ((T --. al)-’ 4) 3 (0 : 4,)), P-3) 
u;hc;e j,,: i, p R’ -I is the embedding, and (iv) follows. 
1+3Aly, let us prow the implication (iv) --z (i). Choose a point n $ a(.U) and 
denote P(X) X’.V ‘(a) M(h-1 ( u). Let (8, F, f/) be a standard triple of P(h). 
‘I’hcn (8, ?) is a right generating pair of W’(n) M(h). Assume that -? =:= 
[X. X,], ?’ .:: T 3 0, where T is invertible. AIakc a corresponding partition of 
the operator P: P - ) ‘;, : . ‘Then according to (I .5), P-J(X) 1 &Al - ?J -I f .: 
X(1 - ?‘)--lY..h- lX,Y1 . Since T is invertible it follows that P--l(A) has a pole 
of order :<;:I in the point X .= 0. Sow substituting ,L =: A( I T a/\) -l we obtain 
that [M&L)]--~ --= (1 - up)” P-‘(~(1 - a~)- I) * ,31-‘(a). Note that ,L -* 0 iff 
h --t 0. It is clear that P-‘(~(1 - a~)-~) has a pole in the point ,U ~7 0 of the same 
order as P’(h) in the point h -: 0. Hence [M&L)]-’ has a pole of order 3:; 1 in the 
point p =: 0. 
The theorem is proved completely. 
Property (iii) in Theorem 2.1 can bc generalized as follows. 
~OROLI..\RY 2.2. An 0.~. M(h) : Ci=, hjM, is an I-s.b.i. polynomial if and 
only if there exist complementary projectors Q1 and Q2 such that for some point b E C 
the operntor [(A - h) Q1 ( Q2] M(A) is of degree I rind has incertible lending coe,f- 
@ient. 
Indeed, it follows from the equivalence (i) +> (ii) of ‘I’hcorem 2.1 that M(h) 
is an E-s.b.i. polynomial iff 144(X - b) t las this property. 3ow apply the equi- 
valence (i) 4- > (iii). 
Remash 2.3. The words “for a point a $ a(;V)” in condition (iv) of Thcorcm 
2.: can be replaced by “for each point a 6 a(M).” 
If n ,/: 0 this follows from the proof of implication (iii) - (iv). For n :: 0 
(and a $ ~(32)) one also has to apply Corollary 2.2. 
Remariz 2.4. Theorem 2.1 allows us to state certain stability propertics of 
I-s.b.i. operator polynomials which will be used in the sequel. 
First suppose that (X, T) is the part of a generating pair of some I-s.b.i. 
polynomial M(X) == xiz0 AjMj corresponding to the nonzero spectrum. Then 
for any admissible pair of operators (2, ‘!“) close cnouFh to (X, 7’) (in the operator 
norm) there exists an Z-s.b.i. polynomial Y(A) := x?-,, PLYi such that (J?, ?) is 
the part of a generating pair of YV(X) corresponding to its nonzcro spectrum. 
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Moreover, the polynomial N(h) can be chosen in such a way that its coefficients 
depend continuously on (2, F); i.e., for every 6 > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such 
that 
mar{.,T-XlI,;IF- II’,j<6~i;1~~j--~~j~<< (j = 0, l,..., I). 
The above assertions can be deduced from property (iv) in Theorem 2.1. 
Further, the proof of the implications (i) - (ii) and (ii) -+ (iii) in Theorem 2.1 
reveals the following fact: Let M(X) -- xi, ,, XjMi be an l-s.b.i. operator 
polynomial; then for ever): E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for any I-s.b.i. 
polynomial N(A) = cf.z0 h:;Ni whose coefficients satisfy the inequality 
z: z0 1, Xj - Mj 1’ < 6 one can choose the operators c and Qr (resp. 0 and &r) 
in properties (ii) and (iii) for M(A) (rcsp. N(A)) in such a way that ‘I Li -. c ,I < E 
and /‘Or - or ” < E. 
Now let us state a “left” version of Theorem 2.1. 
THEORKVI 2.5. Let M(h) = zi=,, XjMj be un o.p. Then the followi% statements 
are equi-ialent : 
(i) M(X) is an I-s.b.i. polynomial; 
(ii) for an operator U E GL(B) the product P = ML U is a projector, and the 
operator (I - P) M-, U(l - P) restricted to Im(I - P) is inwrtible; 
(iii) there exists a pair of complementary projectors Q, , Qz E L(B) such that 
the operator polynomial M(h) (hQ, + Q2) is of degree 1 and has inwrtible leading 
coefficient; 
(iv) for some point a $ o(M), the left generating pair of the o.p. M(h) M-‘(a) 
has the form 
( TOO, ; I I) 1 
with inaertible operator T. 
2.2. IX&ion by s.6.i. Polynomials 
In this section we establish a criterion for divisibility of an arbitrary o.p. by 
an s.b.i. polynomial in terms of their spectral pairs. 
Let M(A) and Mr(h) be o.p. invertible for X E I’. The polynomial Mr(A) is 
called a r&ht Cspectral divisor of M(h) if u(MJ CF+ and M(h) M;‘(h) is an 
operator polynomial such that a(MM;l) CF. The left F-spectral divisor is 
defined analogously. 
Note that for infinite-dimensional B it may happen that u(Mr) C FT and the 
quotient &‘(A) M,‘(X) is invertible for all X E-F+ but is not a polynomial. For 
example, let r be a circle with center at h = 0, M(h) = I and Ill,(h) = I -+ AA, 
where A is a Volterra operator such that An # 0 (n = 1, 2,...). Then 
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M(h) M;‘(x) .= (1 j- Ail)-- l is an entire function. For finite-ciisncnsil)nai 13 this 
situation is impossible. If M,(h) is an s.b.i. polynomial this situation is also 
impossible. One can show using the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.6 
below that if M,(A) is an s.b.i. polynomial and the quotient M(Aj .If;‘(X) is an 
entire function, then it is actually an 0.1). 
TIIEOHEM 2.6. Let M(X) and M,(A) be o.p. incertiblejov X E I’. and let M,(X) 
be an s.b.i. poZyomiu/ z&h a(M,) CF+. Then M,(h) 1 s a r@?it lkpectrai diz:i.sor cf 
M(A) ;f aud only if the right P-spectral pairs of M(X) arzd M,(X) are similar. 
Proof. The ncccssity follows from Corollary 1 .l 1. It remains to prove the 
sufhciency. 
Let Mr(X) be an s.b.i. polynomial of characteristic iz and let a F P-, a i o(:VI). 
Without loss of generality WC can suppose that M(a) =- 3/r,(a) -: 1. By Theo- 
rem 2. I, :12,(X) = (A - a)“12t((X - a) -r) f or some manic 0.~. L,(X) of degree 12 
with a right standard pair of the form ([X(i), Xirl], 7”” Gj 0): n-here 7'" is 
invertible. Further, let M(X) = (A - u)” L((X - a)-]), where I,(x) is a manic o.p. 
of degree 1 with a right standard pair (X, 7’). Suppose that S := i-y,, x.1, 
T := Trl’,. $i 1”- is the decomposit$n of the standard pair corresponding to the 
contour I? = {(A - a)-’ i X E r}. 
Assume that the IT-spectral pairs of M(A) and M,(h) are similar. Since zero is 
outside p and ,(Mr) C F-m, the pair (X (l), 7’“) is Lpcctral for I,,(X). It is clear ) 
that (x- , 77,) is a F-spectral pair of I,(h). Th cn in view of Theorem I.5 these 
pairs are similar. 
Consider the manic o.p. At(h). Its right standard pair has a restriction similar 
to (X, , p.,) an d a restriction similar to (I, 0). Since i”+ is invertible, by Lemma 
9.1 of [lo] it follows that the right standard pair ([X(i), Xj’)], ?‘(” :? 0) of& is 
a restriction of right standard pair of AI.(X). H ence, the manic o.p. L,(h) is a right 
divisor of AL(h): AL(A) =- &(A) L,(h). The spectrum of L, consists of G(P..) dnd 
perhaps the point A = 0. The degrec& is s - = I t 1 -- Ii. Non from the equality 
(A - a)S+L-l L((A - u)-l) = (A -. u)~ I,z((A - a)-, ‘) . (A -- a)” &((A - a)- ‘) 
it follows that M(h) := Ma(X) M,(X), where M.Jh) := (A - a)’ I,,((h - a) ‘). 
Thus Mr(X) is a right divisor of M(A). 
For left s.b.i. divisors an analogous division theorem holds. \T-e sha?l not state 
it explicitly. 
The divisilibity criterion given in ‘I’heorem 2.6 espresscs the geneJAi propert!~ 
of the right pairs (not necessarily spectral) of operator polynomials, which is 
valid also when the divisor is not s.b.i. However, in this paper WC: shall not give 
the definintions and results for this more general situation. 
2.3. ihistence of Spectral s.b.i. Divisors in Terms oj Spectsal Pairs 
In this section WC shall prove a criterion for existcncc of r-spectral divisors. 
which arc s.b.i. polynomials. 
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For every linear o.p. Al(h) -- AA t R invertible for A E r, there exists a 
right r-SpeCtrdl s.b.i. divisor. This statement will follow from Theorem 2.7 
below. Let us cheek here this assertion directly for the case when M(h) := 
-AA + I, and zero is outside r. Let P : (“-I 1 A E r}; then o(A) splits into two 
parts: one inside P and the other outside I’. Denote by A, and A, the images of 
the corresponding Ricsz projectors. Then B = A, 0 A, and a right r-spectral 
s.b.i. divisor of M(X) is given by M,(h) = --X[A / A, 3 0 1 A?] + Z, the quotient 
M(h) %‘;‘(A) being -A[0 1 A, e> A ] Aj ;- I. The general case of linear poly- 
nomials can bc reduced to that considered above. For o.p. of higher degrees 
s.b.i. spectral divisors do not always exist. The criterion for their existence is 
given by the following theorem. 
1’HEORETV 2.7. h?t M(h) b e an o.p. invertible fos h E r and let (X+ , T+) 
be its right IT-spectral pair. Then iZ;r(X) has a right r-spectral s.b.i. divisor of 
characteristic k (Jz 3 1) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) c~l(X,.?l,.~)~~~ is left invertible; 
(ii) c0l(X+1’.+~)k, is right invertible. 
Condition (ii) is redundant in case k = 1. 
Proof. I:irst suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Take a point a EF-, 
(I $ o(M). Ict us prove that there exist a Banach space G and X, EL(G, R), 
such that the operator 
is invertible, where B, is the domain of definition of 7;. . 
Sotc that formulas (I.1 1) in conjunction with conditions (i) and (ii) imply 
the left invcrtibility of the operator J/, = col(X+(1’+ - aZ)--i)kt and the right 
invertibiiity of the operator V,-., .: col(X,( 7’,. - CZZ)-~)~; . 
Jet [S, , A’,] bc a left inverse of the operator 
where S, EL(B, B.,.), S, EL(B k r, B .), and let Y be a right inverse of V,, . 
Put P - YVk., . Then operator ,O 2 Z - P is a projector onto Ker V,-, . 
Kow introduce the operator R - [QS, , Y f @S,] EL(B~, B,). Since 
Sl;Ur f S, V,< 1 z I, we have 
i.e., I-? is also a left inverse of I,‘/, The kernel of this inverse has the io:m 
Ker R .= :(s&, ! d E Bl], where B, is a suhspace of 13. Indeed, let 
(ii) E Kcr R(J, E B, fi E @-l), i.e., Q(S& -\- S,f2) -‘- YJ, = 0. Multiplying by 
V,;-r from the left we obtain 
because Im Q - : Ker l/-r . Sotc that Ker Ii 8 tm I./, = B”. 
Now let us show that the operator 
is invertible, where P, denote the projector acting P,(xJ~=r :: (6rP+&, . Indeed, 
Im IV3 In-r I’,: + Ker R = P. On the other hand if (“,$ E Ker W (gr E 23:. ) 
gt! .G Ker R), then Vkgl + g, = 0. I3ut Vkgl E Im Yh: , while g? E Ker R. 
Hence ,gz == r~jcgl - 0, and from the left invertibility of I/, it follows that 
g, 22 0. So Ker IV -:.= (01, and the invertibility of IV follows. 
The invertibility of IV allows us to construct the manic o.p. E(h) of degree ii 
with the standard pair ([X, , P1 I Ker R], (T1. - al)-’ 0 0). Then by Theorem 
2.1 R(h) = (A - a)GY(A - a)-‘) is a K-s.b.i. polynomial. Since 0 is outside 
f = ((A - a)-’ 1 X E I’} and a((T. - aI)-l) is inside pY it follows from Theorem 
1.5 that (XL , 7’;) is the right r-spectral pair of J?(A). Finally? applying Theo- 
rem 2.6 we infer that A?!(X) is a right r-spectral divisor of -V!(h). 
Now assume that a k-s.b.i. polynomial :@(A) 1s a right P-spectral divisor 
of M(h). Then by Theorem 2.1, A?(h) := U(A -- u)‘~~((X - a)-l), where 
a e a(T+), U E GL(B), and z(X) is a manic o.p. with standard pair of the form 
([X, , Xi], (7Y+ - al)-l @ 0). Here 0 ET,(G) and X, EL(G, B) for some Hanach 
space G. Denoting X, =: Xo we infer that the operator (2.4) is invertible. ‘l-his 
implies immediately the left invcrtibility of I/‘, and the right invertibility of 
r/,., . Using (1 .l) again, we obtain the desired properties (i) and (ii). 
The theorem is proved completely. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let M(X) .-= ~~=,, XjMj be an o.p., invertible for h E I- and 
ha&f a right F-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor %(A). Theft the churacteristic k of n-;r(A) is 
:<I -!- 1. It is always dejined uniquely except for the case whm the leadint coeficient 
of AT(X) is invertible. In this cuse iI? can ba segarded as an s.6.i. polynomial of 
chnracteristic k or k T 1, ec;here k is the tlegvee of @(A.). The case when k cart be 
equal to I--)- 1 appears only if the coeficient M, is incertihle and %r(X) : M(X) 
up to multiplicatiotl on the left by a constant invertible operator. 
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Indeed, from the definition of a right r-spectral pair it follows that 
col(X+T+“):~~ is left invertible. Consequently, col(X+.T+i)k, for K > I + 1 is 
not right invertible. Hence in view of (ii) of Theorem 2.7 the characteristic k is 
<Z -+ 1. Suppose that there exist two right F-spectral s.b.i. divisors of M(h) 
with characteristics K, < K,. Then col(X+T+~).~~~’ is left invertible and 
CO~(X+T+~)&’ is right invertible. It follows that these operators are actually 
(two-sided) invertible. This can happen only if k, = K, + 1, and the invertibility 
of col(XJ+ )& i ‘1 ’ implies that J?(A) can be chosen as manic of degree K, . If 
k = I 4 1 then col(X. T t)!-l . T + lSO IS invertible and from the definition of a right 
r-spectral’pair it follows that ML is invertible and a(M) CF. 
We now state the dual result for left divisors. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let M(h) be an o.p., invertible for A E r, and let (T+ , z+) be 
its left P-spectral pair. Then &Z(A) has a left r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor if and only if 
the operator row(T,.iZ+)fr,’ is right invertible, and the operator row(T+iZ.,)~~~ 
is left invertible. 
A statement analogous to Corollary 2.8 for left divisors is also true. 
In fact, in this section the following characterization of s.b.i. polynomials was 
established. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let (X, T) be a right admissible pair with the base space G and 
let U(T) CF+-. There exists a r&ht s.6.i. polynomial M(A) ha&g (X, T) as its right 
r-spectral pair and such that o(lM) = o(T) if and only iffor some integer k (k > 1) 
the following two conditions hokt: 
(i) the operator col(XTi)kt is Zeft invertible; 
(ii) the operator col(XTi)f:t is right invertible. 
In this case the characteristic of M(A) is equal to k and one such polynomial 
IV(A) = &‘&I) can be constructed as follows: Let a E F- be an arbitrary point and 
let [S, , S,] (A’, EL(B, G); S, EL(B”--‘, G)) 6 e an arbitrary left inverse of the 
operator col(X( T - aZ) -i)fz:J and let Y E I,(B’+l, G) be an arbitrary right inverse 
of the operator col(X( T - aI)--i)~~~. Denote Q =: Z - Y . col(X( T - al)-i)~~~ , 
Wl = QS,, and [W, ,..., Wk] = [Y $- ,0&J (Wj EL(B, G)). Then 
MO(h) = I- X(T - al)-‘i * ((A - a)lc W, -t (A - a)l’-l W, 
+ **- + (A - a) W,). 
Of course, an analogous result also holds for the left s.b.i. polynomials. 
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